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Abstract. It has been a quite while since people realized that self-assembly tech-
nique may be a strong method to manufacture 3D micro products. In this con-
tribution, we investigate some major concerns about realizing such a small sized
robot. First we introduce the concept of self-assembly and introduce examples both
from nature and artificial products. Followed by the main problems in self-assembly
which can be seen in various scales, we classify them into four groups - (A) as-
sembly constraint issues, (B) stochastic motion issues, (C) interactions on physical
property issues, and (D) engineering issues. Then we show a segregation effect with
our developed platform as an example of self-organizing behavior achieved in a
distributed manner.
1 Self-assembly
One of the major features of biological systems is that the activities on the molecu-
lar level are realized in a decentralized fashion, namely, without any central control.
One aspect of this phenomenon is self-assembly, defined by Whitesides et al. as the
autonomous organization of components into patterns or structures without human
intervention [37]1. Such a new composition method has large potential in manufac-
turing 3D micro products, where a pick-and-place style fabrication method is still
the major approach taken.
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1.1 Self-assembly in Nature
The instances of self-assembly can be widely found in nature – snow flakes, in
which the composing atoms form ordered lattices through the attractive/repulsive
interaction forces, employs self-assembly for its spontaneous crystallization. The
shapes are commonly hexagonal, but the details of the patterns vary depending on
the environmental conditions, such as humidity or temperature. The crystallization
begins with a “core” - often a spec of dust in the air - allowing other floating atoms
to connect to the seed. Once the atoms connect to the crystal, they change their con-
formations, exposing the other connection sites, allowing further atoms to attach. In
other words, information of the connections is conveyed to external atoms. The sys-
tem is conservative in terms of energy dispersion, that is, once an atom connects to
the cluster and changes the form, it preserves the energy and sustains the formation
by means of a hydrogen bond, unless the temperature rises and breaks the bond.
Lately, this kind of automatic assembly has been brought to attention as the dif-
ficulty of manufacturing small sized robots starts to be a limiting factor. Now many
researchers believe it sounds reasonable to consider self-assembly as a promis-
ing tool to be put into practice for the realization of life like machines (e.g.
self-repairable machines). However, despite nature’s efficiency and precision in
assembling supramolecular and mesoscopic structures, most of the attempts on ar-
tificial self-assembly components still remain a challenging assignment.
1.2 From Self-assembling Blocks to Self-assembling Robots
Progressive experiments on artificial self-replication were conducted by Lionel and
Roger Penrose half a century ago [27], where a provoking mechanical model of nat-
ural self-replication in a stochastic environment was presented. Followed by spec-
ulations about the clustering patterns of passive elements, focusing on the role of
shape on template and components matching [10], and on their time evolution [18].
A series of studies were conducted by the group of Whitesides; for the realization
of positional coordinate of molecule-mimetic chemistry [7, 6, 17, 38], circuit func-
tionality [13, 5, 4], reversible aggregation [22], folding structure [3], rotation of
magnets [16], rotation of rotors [15]. Similarly, numerous research effort has been
devoted to the investigation of morphology [31]. Artificial chemicals that can form
in several ways, such as polymers and dimers, depending on the temperature of the
system were demonstrated in [8]. Different aggregation patterns with various sizes
of components were shown in [39]. An intelligent self-assembling block which can
represent multiple states by the units’ rotational angle was designed by [34]. The
system can physically conduct XOR calculation on a 2D plane.
Currently, there is a growing interest in realizing self-reconfigurable robots rely-
ing on stochastic self-assembly. White et al. studied two systems in which the mod-
ules binding preferences are coded in a program executed by an on-board microcon-
troller, and thus can easily reconfigure the structure [35]. The modules are initially
unpowered and passive, but once they bind to a seed module connected to a power
supply, they become active. Griffith et al. studied a system of template-replicating
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modules [14]. They used modules of the same type, which are programmable and
can store distinct states. The system demonstrated the self-replication of a five mod-
ules polymer. Each module executed a finite-state machine. Klavins et al. examined
the problems of designing a grammar that causes modules to assemble into desired
products, of predicting the time complexity of such processes, and of predicting
(and optimizing) the yield of such processes [20]. Emergent self-propulsion mecha-
nisms were investigated by Ishiguro et al. [19]. In Ant-inspired robotics, the interest
in self-organization has been driven by the observations of the same phenomena in
ant colonies, in particular the brood sorting by Temnothorax [30]. Wilson et al. [21]
created an algorithm to realize two colors annular sorting which used differential
pull-back distances for different object types. By discriminating between three puck
types, the robots could drop the first type of object on colliding with another puck,
drop the second object type after pulling back a short distance and drop the third
puck type after pulling back a further distance.
2 Major Concerns in Self-assembly
In this section, we outline the problems of self-assembling systems with respect to
the scaling behavior of underlying principles.
2.1 The Forward Problem and the Backward Problem
In self-assembly, the problem to derive the final configuration from a given set
of components/environments is called the forward problem [26]2. Conversely, the
problem of designing components for a targeted configuration is called the back-
ward problem. In this “reverse engineering” process, also known as one of the cen-
tral problems in self-assembly, the designer has to start from the final structure and
decompose it.
Several aspects of both, the forward and the backward problem, show strong
dependence on the length scale of the system. A necessary condition for the pre-
diction of the result of a self-assembly process is a detailed knowledge about the
morphology of the components. And this knowledge is easier to get the larger the
components are3. In contrast to cm-sized components, a molecule usually has many
degrees of freedom and therefore the morphology and consequently the interaction
between components are not always known with sufficient precision.
Similar considerations hold for the backward problem, and, from an engineering
perspective, to an even higher degree. Given an object O for which one wants to
design a self-assembly process. There are many possibilities to divide a large O into
components. The smaller O, the more constraints with respect to the production of
2 The game Tetris R© is known as NP-hard problem [12]. Also it may be useful to mention
that some situations in self-assembly resemble the Knapsack problem, which is also known
as NP-complete problem.
3 This does not only refer to shape but also to other features of morphology, such as elasticity
and degrees of freedom.
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Fig. 1 (a) The backward problem. (b) the forward problem.
the components have to be considered: On the molecular scale, chemical synthesis
set narrow limits to what can be accomplished.
We recognize three main problems centering around self-assembly: namely, the
issues entailed in (A) assembly, (B) Dynamics, and (C) interactions. The explana-
tions for each problem follow.
(C) Interaction issues
(B) Dynamics issues
(A) Assembly issues
F
F
Fig. 2 Three main issues centering around self-assembly.
2.2 (A) Assembly
The first issues are properties of assembling processes.
2.2.1 The Mismatch Problem (Error)
In self-assembly, an assembly error (or wrong attachment) is induced when the sys-
tem converges to a energetically local minimum through interactions between com-
ponents, mainly due to the low encoding accuracy of bonding sites (Figure 3).
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Fig. 3 The mismatch problem (Error).
There are two main strategies for solving the problem; increasing encoding ac-
curacy of bond matching while regulating the agitation level of the system, and im-
plementing internal states to components. Insights from molecular biology remind
us of the importance of the fertile encoding capability to attain the adequate bond-
ing affinity level for maintaining connections of molecular bonding; they exploit
non-covalent bonds (hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds, and van der Waals attractions)
as interaction forces and somehow achieve an amazing specificity in docking with
other selected molecules4. The agitation level can be regulated by means of temper-
ature or kinetic turbulence magnitudes.
From an engineering perspective, the scaling behavior of the mismatch problem
exhibits an interesting feature. The relative easiness of the backward problem en-
ables one to construct highly specific, literal plug-and-socket connection sites on
the cm scale.
Molecules, on the other hand, may well be highly flexible (having many degrees
of freedom) and, agitated by thermal motion, “sample” their configuration space at
a rapid pace. Because of this, e.g. two complementary DNA strands just have be
brought in close proximity: If they match, they will eventually bind. Such a “fast
configuration sampling” is not possible above the molecular scale. One of the rea-
sons for this is that whereas mechanical structures wear off, molecules don’t: A
molecular “joint” can be bended infinitely many times (as long as the bond doesn’t
break, it is in all respects as good as a newly formed one). It is the micro-to (sub-
)millimeter scale, at which molecular bonding (and corresponding recognition) is
not strong enough anymore, whereas mechanical plug-and-socket connection mech-
anisms are still hard to produce.
The mismatch problem is a fundamental problem in nature. The replication pro-
cesses of DNA is greatly assisted by self-repair functionalities of enzymes.
2.2.2 The Topological Dead End Problem (Steric Hindrance)
This problem occurs when components assemble in an undesired sequential order.
The targeted structure is therefore unreachable, since some earlier assembled com-
ponents block the way (Figure 4).
4 The trick of proteins distributing bonding sites around the body, and changes the morphol-
ogy to pose another bonding site reminds us of the importance of internal states, which
enables the component to feature different properties.
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Fig. 4 The topological dead end problem (Steric hindrance).
To solve this problem at scales where the benefits of molecular mechanical flex-
ibility cannot anymore be harvested, the components should reflect the presence of
its neighbors e.g. as the internal states. Yet in practice the amount of expressible
internal states is limited due to the limited space in a component, leading to a risk
of misrecognition by other components.
The unreachable problem can occur irrespective of the heterogeneous/
homogeneous level of a system.
2.2.3 The Parallel Yield Problem (Incompletion Problem)
The problem of producing a desired configuration in large quantities (while avoid-
ing incomplete assemblies) by homogeneous system is known as the parallel yield
problem and has been studied in the context of biological and non-biological self-
assembling systems [18]5. Here, we term the problem that specifically occurs when
components assemble in a right manner, however do not complete the targeted final
structure, for combinatorial reasons (Figure 5; we assume the circular sector com-
ponents connect side-by-side). This is because many assembly processes proceed in
parallel and components are used in earlier more likely reactions of other assembly
processes since reactions leading to the complement of the end product are more
unlikely than the preceding reactions. This means that the self-assembly of many
products is started but rarely fulfilled. In other words, the likelihood to accomplish
the desired end product declines with the rise of the ratio between the likelihood of
the earlier and the later reaction.
One approach to improve this problem is, therefore, controlling the system so that
the later stages’ reactions to be more likely to happen than the early stages. This can
be handled by implementing internal states in a component, so that the component
behaves differently as a reaction takes place.
Another solution is increasing the heterogeneity of the system, such that in ex-
treme, a product consists of a set of totally different components. Yet a certain
5 Hosokawa called it “yield problem”, while we term it the parallel yield problem to avoid
confusion.
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Fig. 5 The parallel yield problem (Incompletion problem).
disadvantage of heterogeneity increase is, as described above, that leads to the
heightened likelihood of mismatching.
2.3 (B) Dynamics
Self-assembly is commonly believed to range from molecular to cosmological
scales. However, it is also agreeable that few examples of self-assembly exist in
our human living scales (cm−m). The second concern is about stochasticity, which
varies to different scales.
2.3.1 Reynolds Number
Biological systems in the nm−μm scale often show unique behaviors that cannot be
observed in larger scales. This is mostly due to the influence of viscosity, which in-
creasingly becomes dominant with decreasing length scales. The Reynolds number
ℜ represents a ratio between viscous forces and inertial forces [28];
ℜ ≡ inertial forces
viscous forces
≈ avρη =
av
ν
. (1)
where a is radius of a particle, v is its speed, μ is fluid viscosity, and ρ is fluid
density. The kinematic viscosity ν is approx. 10−2cm2/sec for water.
The size of 1cm is a critical size for self-assembling systems. For objects in water
at the mm scale, viscosity is as important as inertia (the Reynolds number, that is,
the ratio of inertial forces and viscous forces, is ≈ 1). It follows that objects smaller
than that size are affected more by viscous forces whereas larger objects are affected
more by inertial forces. For objects on the order of 1 μ m or less, such as bacteria,
exploiting an environmental diffusion is a more effective way of locomotion than ac-
tive propulsion (e.g., swimming bacteria are slower than diffusing molecules [24]).
Good thought-provoking suggestions about the life at low Reynolds number are in-
troduced in [28]. The author states the efficiency of creatures in small scale (μm)
such as E. coli to use diffusion through their environment to change their position,
rather than self-propelling. Whitesides implies the mechanical system in nanoscale
would be different from that in micro scale, and one should learn more from biolog-
ical systems [36].
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The time for transporting anything a distance l by stirring, is about l/v. Whereas,
for transport by diffusion, it is l2/D, where D is the diffusion coefficient in cm2/sec
[28]. Namely in the micro scale,
time for transport by stirring: l
v
time for transport by diffusion: l2D ,
and the ratio of these two (termed stirring number; §) is
§≡ time for transport by stirring
time for transport by diffusion =
lv
D
≈ 10−2 (2)
which shows the efficiency of diffusion on a small scale.
2.3.2 Navier-Stokes
Incompressible flow of the Navier-Stoks equation is
ρ ∂v∂ t +ρ(v ·∇)v =−∇P+η∇
2v (3)
where P is the pressure. Ignoring the term of inertia, and considering the large η it
can be transformed as
∇P = η∇2v. (4)
It is known that the motions which are that invariant under time reversal does not
induce a tow movement.
2.3.3 Diffusion Equation
Consider a particle that exists at x = 0 at t = 0. The positioning probability (ρ(x, t))
of x follows the diffusion equation:
∂ρ
∂ t = D
∂ 2ρ
∂x2 (5)
where D is a diffusion constant.
Considering the initial condition ρ(x,0) = δ (x), and taking that the ρ satisfies
the following normalized condition
∫
∞
−∞
ρ(x,t)dx = 1, (6)
we obtain
ρ(x,t) = 1√
4πDt
exp
(
− x
2
4Dt
)
, (7)
which obeys the Gaussian distribution.
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The mean-square displacement 〈x2〉 can be derived as
〈x2〉=
∫
∞
−∞
x2ρ(x,t)dx = 2Dt ∝ t, (8)
where D = kBTζ , kB is the Boltzmann constant and ζ is a friction coefficient.
In our scale, where the viscosity is negligible, using agitation for traveling is a
good tactic. Whereas in the molecular scale, Brownian motion enables the speedy
spacial transitions. It is in the intermediate scale (μm), where those tactics lose
validity because of the high viscosity and relatively small momentum.
2.4 (C) Interaction
The third concern is about physical interactions among components. The scalability
of physical interaction mechanisms – especially electrostatic and magnetic – are
well examined in [11, 1]. Here we briefly describe the basics of these two physical
quantities.
2.4.1 Electrostatic Interactions
Given that an electric charge qi exists. The electric field E created by this charge is
E = qi
4πε0
rˆ
|r|2 . (9)
where ε0 is the electric permittivity of free space.
The force Fji that electric charge q j receives is given by
F = q2E (10)
=
q1q2
4πε0
rˆ
|r|2 . (11)
Therefore the decay of force over space is identical regardless of the scales.
2.4.2 Magnetism
We consider the magnets as dipoles with a magnetic moment m. The magnetic po-
tential φ j(r) at a position r due to the magnetic moment m j is given by
φ j(r) = μ04π
m j · rˆ
r2
(12)
where μ0 = 4π×10−7T m/A is the permeability of free space, and rˆ ≡ r/|r| assum-
ing that |r|= r is much larger than the size of the magnet. The magnetic flux of the
dipole is then given by
Bj =−∇φ j (13)
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and the magnetic potential energy Ui j acquired by a second dipole mi placed in the
field of m j is given by
Ui j =−mi ·B j. (14)
Then, the force between the two dipoles is found by differentiating (14) with respect
to r.
Fi j = (mi ·∇)B j (15)
τ i j = mi×Bj (16)
We can determine the total potential energy of the system as
Utotal =
1
2 ∑i, j i= jUi j. (17)
2.5 The Engineering Issues - Actuator Battery Connector
Bottleneck
For modular systems smaller than a few cm, there are three fundamental problems
that still await a solution. These problems relate to actuator, battery (or power in
general), and connector technology. When designing systems where a high quantity
of components of small size is desired, solutions for these problems are of par-
ticular relevance. First, actuation endows the parts with the ability to move and
re-configure. A common solution is to use electrical servo motors. These actua-
tors, however, are typically big and heavy. Other means of actuation have also been
proposed, e.g. pneumatic actuators. Although they are lightweight, they require a
source of compressed air (e.g. a compressor). The second problem is concerned
with providing power to the actuator(s). A typical solution is to use batteries. Bat-
teries, however, are problematic, because they are only able to provide power for
a limited amount of time. Furthermore, their initial charge may vary which leads
to heterogeneously actuated components. Another popular solution involves prop-
agating current through the binding locations. Unfortunately, this solution has the
drawback that the alignment of the connecting points has to be very precise. In ad-
dition, such components can not segregate from the main structure which prohibits
this way of powering for mobile type robots. The third problem is the connection
mechanism enabling the modular parts to dock to each other. Binding is crucial
for reorganization and for a desired structure to hold. The most common ways of
binding are magnets and mechanical latches.
A Actuator
B Battery
C Connector
There is a strong interdependency between these issues. The requirements of the
connection mechanism as well as the actuator are partly determined by the weight
of each component. The heavier the components are, the more force needs to be
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applied to the binding location. In addition, the actuators have to apply larger torques
to displace the components. The use of more powerful components in general leads
to even heavier components. Also, the power consumption increases as a result of
stronger connection mechanisms and actuators. Surprisingly, small size and weight
reduction of modular parts is not a good way to solve this problem, because not only
does the power/weight ratio of the most common actuators decrease with a reduc-
tion in size, but also so does the strength/weight ratio of common connectors. This
implies that the most common ways of actuating, powering and connecting modular
robots cannot be applied to small-sized entities. It follows that novel solutions to the
ABC bottleneck are necessary in order to make progress in small-scale self-assembly
robotics.
3 Case Study
In this section, we discuss how to evaluate dynamics of self-assembly based on
a case study employed in our group (see [25] for more details). In the experi-
ments, we employed Tribolon platform [23] consisting of centimeter-sized mod-
ules floating on the water surface. 12 modules were prepared and equipped with
permanent magnets (a single cubic permanent magnet each, whose flux density is
1.3T , and size is 5× 5× 5mm3). They are attached to the bottom of each mod-
ule orienting the same direction such that the modules repel each other (e.g. north
is always pointing up, Fig. 6). Half of the modules were, in addition to the per-
manent magnet, also equipped with vibration motors (termed active modules, in
comparison to passive modules which doesn’t feature magnets) such that they
can vibrate receiving power from a ceiling via pantograph. The vibrating mod-
ules are equipped with a flat coreless vibration motor (T.P.C DC MOTOR FM34F,
12000 ∼ 14000rpm(2.5− 3.5Volts)) on the top of the base plate to induce self-
propulsive motion. When an electrical potential was applied to the ceiling plate
(Fig. 6 b), current flowed through the pantograph to the vibration motor was applied
to the ceiling plate, current returning to ground via electrodes immersed in the con-
ductive water. Due to this setup, all modules receive the same constant power and
they are be lightweight (2.8g each), which would not be the case if batteries were
used.
We conducted 15 trials for the statistical analysis. In Fig. 7, we show a repre-
sentative result in time sequence of the obtained segregation behavior. The initial
starting condition was set as depicted in Fig. 7 (00:00), in which all the modules
were symmetrically aligned in a circular form alternately, such that the passive and
the vibrating modules have equal chances in the segregation process. The duration
time for the experiment was set to 90 seconds.
In order to perform the analysis, the trajectories (positions) of all the modules
were tracked using the open source tracking software Tracker Video Analysis and
Modeling Tool [9]. Our observation is that the red active modules tend to assem-
ble together and go apart from the blue passive modules, such that two different
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Fig. 6 (a) Self-propelled and passive modules. Each module weighs 2.8g and has a footprint
of 12.25cm2.(b) Illustration of the experimental environment with three modules.
active modules moving to the middle 
of the water tank because of the 
vibration
passive modules come together, 
maximizing the free space for the 
active modules
00:00 00:15 00:30 00:45 00:60 00:75
Fig. 7 The experimental results in time sequence. The frames are captured every 15 seconds
modules clusters can be spatially distinguished; the first cluster contains only the
active modules and the second cluster the passive modules (Fig. 7 (00:75)).
3.1 Magnetic Potential Energy and Centroid Distance
We defined the magnetic potential energy of the system as U ′total ≡Utotal/( μ04π m2) by
normalizing the energy defined in Eq. 17, and show the obtained result in Fig. 8 (a)
as function of time. The error bars represent the standard deviation of uncertainty
within the fifteen experimental trials. Due to the characteristics of the system,
namely non-equilibrium system, the magnetic potential energy keeps decreasing.
Suppose we have all passive modules, the system is supposed to reach to the state
where modules are equally distributed and fixed.
The centroid (X ,Y ) = ( 1N ∑Ni=1(xi), 1N ∑Ni=1(yi)) of a group (or cluster) of modules
is the center of mass of the modules, where N is the number of modules in the
modules group, xi and yi are the positions of the i-th component of the considered
group, respectively. We calculated the time evolution of the difference between the
two modules groups (the passive modules on one side and the active modules on the
second side and depicted in Fig. 8 (b). As depicted in Fig. 8 (b), there is an increase
in the distance between the centroids of the passive and the vibrating modules. This
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Fig. 8 (a) total energy of the system. (b) time evolution of the distance to between the center
of mass of the two clusters (N = 15).
corresponds to the formation of two clusters of modules with a final mean distance
between the two clusters of approximately 10 centimeters. Given that the diameter
of the arena (or tank as you wish) is 22.5cm, this corresponds to the 50% of the
whole area.
3.1.1 Entropy for Transient State (Hierarchic Social Entropy)
The definition of entropy differs in scientific fields, depending on to what one ap-
plies. Thermodynamics entropy (to heat), statistical mechanics entropy (to object),
and information entropy (to event) are probably the three best known entropies
in science. In self-assembly, systems that cannot presume some specific physical
amounts, such as quantity of heat, employ information entropy for the measurement
of their “randomness”.
Balch proposed a novel definition of entropy (position order) that can be applied
for the measurement of multi-components distributions (or quantitative metric of
diversity) [2]. He uses H from Shannon’s theory
H(h) =−
N
∑
i=1
pi(h) log2(pi(h)) (18)
where pi is the number of modules in the i− th cluster (i ∈ N) divided by the total
number of modules. A component belongs to a cluster if the distance is within the
length of h (||ri−rj||< h; ri is the position of the i-th component). He then integrates
H(h) over all possible h, and defines it as entropy, namely:
S =
∫
∞
0
H(h)dh. (19)
The definition describes the randomness of modules well. Note that in this defi-
nition, the entropy may decreases over time. In physics, an entropic force acting in a
system is a macroscopic force whose properties are primarily determined not by the
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character of a particular underlying microscopic force (such as electromagnetism),
but by the whole system’s statistical tendency to increase its entropy. We examined
the entropy of the system as derived as in Eq. 19. Fig. 9 shows the time evolution of
the entropy of the system.
As we can observe, the entropy of the system is decreasing as time progresses,
which represents the convergence of the system to more ordered configurations.
This corresponds to the cluster formation described of the previous section.
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Fig. 9 Transition of entropy.
3.1.2 Transfer Entropy
To see the simple informational structure, we used a measure that aims at extracting
directed flow (transfer of information) between time series of both active and pssive
modules, called trans f er entropy [29]. Given two arbitrary time series xt and yt ,
transfer entropy essentially quantifies the deviation from the generalized Markov
process: p(xt+τ |xt) ≈ p(xt+τ |xt ,yt), where p denotes the transition probability. If
the deviation from a generalized Markov process is small, then the state of Y can be
assumed to have little relevance on the transition probabilities of system X . If the
deviation is large, however, then the assumption of a Markov process is not valid.
The incorrectness of the assumption can be expressed as follows:
TE(Y → X) = ∑
xt+τ
∑
xt
∑
yt
p(xt+τ ,xt ,yt) log
p(xt+τ |xt ,yt)
p(xt+τ |xt) (20)
where the sums are over all amplitude states, and the index TE(Y → X) indicates
the influence of Y on X . The transfer entropy is explicitly nonsymmetric under the
exchange of X and Y , and can thus be used to detect the directed exchange of infor-
mation between two systems.
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Here, Y is a time series of dit of a module i and X is a time series of d
j
t of a module
j. The base of log is set to e and the parameter τ is set to 1. By using transfer entropy,
we aim to evaluate causal relations between all the pairs of modules.
By using the data, we simply calculated a distance of movement in each time step
for each modules (dit ) as follows.
dit =
√
(xit+1− xit)2 +(yit+1− yit)2 (21)
We discretized the value of dit ranging from 0.0 to 12.0 into 10, 20, 50, and 100
bins and all the 15 trials from 0≤ timesteps≤ 44 were used and averaged on trials.
Since the number of samples is limited, we varied the bin size and saw the relevance.
We show the results in Fig.10 and 11, in which the module number 1 to 6 are pas-
sive modules, while 7 to 12 are active modules. As can be seen from the results of
Bin=10 (Fig.10(a)), 20 (Fig.10(b)), and 50 (Fig.11(a)), the values of TE(active →
active) are high. Also, the values of T E(active→ passive), T E(passive→ active)
are relatively high, and the values of TE(passive → passive) are low. These results
simply suggest that active elements influence the transitions of active elements and
passive elements. On the other hand, passive elements only influence the transitions
of active elements. And the values of T E(Y → X) are simply the degree of its influ-
ence. These results fit well to our natural observations of the system. On the result
of Bin=100 (Fig.11(b)), since the number of samples (observed time steps) are rela-
tively small for the size of the state space, it cannot structure the relevant probability
density.
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Fig. 10 T E(Y → X) and standard deviations (SD). (a) bin=10, (b) bin=20.
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Fig. 11 T E(Y → X) and standard deviations (SD). (c) bin=50, (d) bin=100.
In this system, transfer entropy tends to show T E(active → active) >
T E(active → passive),T E(passive → active) > T E(passive → passive). This re-
sult naturally fits to our simple observation of the trajectories.
In our results, the values of standard deviations (SD) for transfer entropy were
large. This is caused by the small number of data samples (time steps). Consider-
ing the experimental setting, reasonable extensions of the experimental time steps
are recommended. Additionally, to detect the causal relation, we can use other mea-
sures, such as granger causality, mutual information, symbolic transfer entropy [32],
etc., according to what we would like to see. Especially, by using symbolic trans-
fer entropy [32], we can avoid the difficulty to set the bin size. But in this case,
extensions of timesteps are inevitable.
Although we calculated the information transfer between modules, it is also pos-
sible to measure causal relations between the global behavior and the elements [33].
By doing this, we can detect how each element affect the global behavior, and how
the global behavior regulates each element quantitatively.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we systematically studied various problems on self-assembling sys-
tems. Starting from pointing to some fundamental concerns of self-assembly, we
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categorized them into three basic issues, namely on assembly, dynamics, and in-
teractions. We examined quantification methods utilizing a case study in which
modules showed segregation behavior in a distributed way. We further investigated
the possible style of description of entropy as well as free energy that can govern
macroscopic self-assembly systems. We believe the clarification of basic problems
in self-assembly and proper assignment of an approaching method will offer new
opportunities to deepen the theoretical understanding of the phenomenon, and will
lead to the realization of efficient self-assembly systems.
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